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What's New in the?

This application allows the
user to simulate the emergence
of interference patterns
(Young's experiment) by
varying the parameters of a
single plane source or two
point sources. The application
runs on MacOS, Linux, and
Windows. The graphical user
interface (GUI) is very simple
and only allows one set of
parameters for each of the
simulated sources. A single
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clicking on each wave is
enough to add or remove the
sources, in the simplest case,
without modifying their
parameters. It is also possible
to run "multisources"
simulations, and so to study the
emergence of spatial
coherence. Current state: *
Works for Java 1.5 and later *
Exports png files * Save and
restore state (source of old/new
sources and of current
simulation parameters) *
Display of results * Debug *
English * Spanish History: See
corresponding file: history
Known issues: - Forming
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interferograms with four or
more sources is not possible -
The first few days there were
many "buggy" results - The
user has to select the number
of wavelengths by trial and
error - The number of
wavelengths depends on the
frequency band - The user has
to select the number of waves
by trial and error - The user
has to select the frequency
band by trial and error TODO:
- Simplify the drawing process
- Improve the interface Site: [
Attribution-NonCommercial-
NoDerivs 4.0 International
(CC BY-NC-ND 4.0)], via
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Wikimedia Commons ===
Changelog === * Version 2.0 -
Implement more options for
the user to configure the
simulation - Check for Java's
update - Support for MacOS X
- Support for Linux * Version
1.5 - Png export option - Add
double click to undo - Check
for Java's update * Version 1.4
- Fix in the calculation of the
number of wavelengths for a
certain frequency band - Fix in
the calculation of the number
of waves for a certain
frequency band - Fix in the
display of the graphical results
- Fix in the selection of the
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sources - Fix in the selection of
the frequency band - Fix in the
visualisation of the spatial
coherence - Fix in the
visualisation of the spatial
coherence - Fix in the output
of the application * Version
1.3 - Fix in the display of the
graphical results - Fix in the
selection of the parameters -
Fix in the selection of the
sources - Fix in the display of
the graphical results - Fix in
the calibration of the sources -
Fix in the display of the
graphical results - Fix in
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System Requirements:

A iMesh Server A iMesh
Client A solid Internet
connection. Desktop browsers
are preferred, although the
iMesh Client can run on
mobile devices. Note: Viewer
must be at least version 1.8.1
for Blackberry and Android,
and version 1.7.2 for Microsoft
Mobile, Windows and
Symbian Contact Info: Please
help improve this app by using
the Feedback button, which
may be found at the bottom of
the device's touch screen.
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